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Material and methods
The relationships between spatial conditions of public and private spaces and tree existence and performance have been examined in the cadastral areas of suburban residential zones of village settlements near Bratislava, on the development axis towards Senec – Ivánka pri Dunaji, Bernolákov, Velký Biel, Chorvátsky Grob, and Slovenský Grob. For the purposes of the research, the aerial photographs of the area of suburban residential structures have been used. Available urban planning documents and projects of residential zones have been examined, as well as, the research on particular sites has been conducted. The research followed main steps: 1. identification of the contemporary patterns and the spatial potential of trees and tree formations existence within public spaces of suburban residential structure, 2. identification of the contemporary patterns and the spatial potential of trees and tree formations existence within private garden spaces of suburban residential structure.

Results and discussion
The results of the research of the residential suburban structures in the cadastral areas of the villages – Ivánka pri Dunaji, Bernolákn, Velký Biel, Chorvátsky Grob, Slovenský Grob Ivánka pri Dunaji, Bernolákn, Velký Biel, Chorvátsky Grob and Slovenský Grob prove the characteristic feature of suburban residential quarters – absence of diversity of public spaces and homogeneity of mono-functional small-sized private residential parcels. The urban structure is usually composed in forms of streets and private plots of family houses, and the dimensions of public space of street structure and dimensions of private parcels follow the economic and financial interest of developers towards land use (Figure 1).

1. The research of contemporary patterns and the spatial potential of trees and tree formations existence within public spaces of suburban residential structure shows, that in public space the possibilities for the use of trees, or their spatial formations, as tree alleys or groups of trees, are limited. In most of the cases, the public space is reduced only for the needs of communication function. Prevailing typological form of public space is street, and its parameters, usually 6 m wide corridor, most often allow only traffic access, without the possibility of accompanying greenery, also in respect to restrictions put by technical infrastructure, which uses the street corridor, too. In some cases trees of small dimensions, with limited spatial parameters (height, size of crown), in tree row or tree alley formations are applicable (Figure 2).

Figure 1 Typical urban structure of rural residential suburbs in Chorvátsky Grob – Čierna Voda: homogeneity of mono-functional small-sized private residential parcels and absence of public space and its diversity limit spatial possibilities of tree existence
Source: Google Earth

Figure 2 Typical street of rural residential suburbs in Chorvátsky Grob – Čierna Voda, its parameters allow only traffic access
Photograph: Kristiánová, 2014
for the trees and their spatial formations utilization and for the woody plant species and cultivars choice. Lack of typological diversity of public spaces means the lack of public greenery in urban structure. Only few cases in the examined area are found, which bring diversification into public spaces – for example by integration of commercial services – shopping centres, or by use of different concepts of residential housing with common green public spaces, what gives spatial opportunities for existence of sizeable solitaire trees or tree groups performance. In examined area, for example the project Triangel offers an artificial pond as a „central relaxing zone“, fulfilling aesthetic-relaxation function, and in the same time catch-water and hydro-melioration function for the whole residential area.

2. The research of the contemporary patterns and spatial potential of trees and tree formations existence in private garden spaces of suburban residential structure shows that in private space of the private gardens the possibilities for the use of trees are limited, too. Index of built up area of the small-area parcels (ranging from 450 m² to 650 m², mostly around 500 m²) is high, from 0.35 to 0.55 in average, again giving only limited spatial conditions for sizeable solitaire trees or tree groups performance. Only small-sized trees or trees kept small by pruning have been found in the private gardens of the examined area. The height of trees does not exceed the height of roofs of the family houses (Figure 3 and 4).

The research of residential suburbs in hinterland of Bratislava proved the assumption, that the spatial limits of small-sized parcels of suburban residential zones, limited spatial dimensions of streets and absence of diverse public spaces markedly limit the opportunities and possibilities of woody plants – trees
existence within the urban spatial structure and the use of woody plants – trees in landscape design. The urban structure of examined rural suburban residential areas does not give spatial conditions for existence of sizeable solitaire trees or sizeable tree groups performance both in public, as well as private space. Only trees of small dimensions, with limited spatial parameters, or trees of managed size are applicable. Sizeable trees, so typical for traditional heterogeneous multifunctional urban structure of rural settlements – in public spaces around churches, central social spaces or village squares (Bašová, 2004), cannot find their place in suburban residential structures.

The research focused on spatial aspects of tree performance within urban structure of rural residential suburbs, but there are other interesting aspects. While for the private family gardens of traditional historical urban structure of village settlements is still typical their production use (Supuka, Feriancová and Tóth, 2013), represented for example by various fruit trees associated with identity of village settlements, the private gardens of residential suburbs fulfil mostly recreation, relaxation and aesthetic functions, what is reflected in assortment of woody plants – introduced, exotic, or evergreen are very popular.

**Conclusion**

Vegetation structures represent an important element, able to enhance aesthetic, architectural, cultural and ecological qualities of village settlements. Urban structure creates basic specific preconditions for utilization of trees as spatial elements in urban structure and creates specific requirements for utilization of tree species and their cultivars. The processes of suburban residential development significantly affect the character of vegetation structures typical for village settlements. According to the research results, it appears that creation of multifunctional heterogeneous environment, or application of various residential urban planning schemes, which are able to bring spatial differentiation into both public and private premises of urban structure, in the same time means better spatial conditions for trees existence and performance within urban structure.
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